are developed by way of three theorems. Theorem I is a prime test for F, Theorem II will factor a composite F, and Theorem III establishes parabolic limits; within these limits F is always prime.
In the 18th century Leonhard Euler and A. M. Legendre found several "prime generating" polynomials. Euler's famous formula X 2 + X + 41 takes prime values for every integral value of x from 0 to 39, and Legendre's formula 2x 2 + 29 does almost as well, taking prime values for every integral value of x from 0 to 28. These and many other expressions that have been found since have coefficients of the form \A, AB, C], with B = 0 or 1 and C a prime.
After numerous experiments with two variables we have chosen
.as our basic "prime generating" formula. The coefficients A, B and C are to be chosen from Table I , and then F is a function of the two variables X and Y. That this can be a very effective prime generator is shown by Fig. 1 , where all of the dots represent primes; see Example 3. Figure 1 shows the typical dot pattern which is due to the requirement (X, Y) = 1. F is defined differently in the text by the definitions of §2, but the mathematical result is the same as shown in the proof of Theorem III. The three theorems presented in this paper answer some of the more interesting questions about our formula. Theorem I is a prime test that determines whether F is prime or composite. Theoretically it will test numbers of any size, see Example 1. Theorem II will factor a number found composite by Theorem I. Theorem III gives the prime generating limits of our formula; the parabolic limits inside of which there are no composite values of F. Fig. 1 shows how these limits are established by intersecting parabolas. The nature of F outside the limits is not shown in Fig. 1 ; there are primes, which could be shown by dots, and composites, which could be represented by some other symbol.
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FIGURE 2
Example 4 and Fig. 2 3,5,11,15,21,29,35,39,51,65,95,105,165,231. C = 3: A = 2,10,14,26,34,70,110,154. C = 5: A = 2,6,14,26,38,42,66 ,3,6,7,13,14,17. A = 2,5,6,11,15,17,22,23. A = 1,3,6,10,13,15,21,30,31,34,38,39,41. A = 5,14,15,30,33,38,42,47. A = 1,6,7,15,22,42,46,55,57,61,62,65. A = 2,30,35,42,65,66,69,70. A = 3,70,78,85,87,89. A = 102,105,110,111. A = 6,105,110,118,119. A = 138,143,145 
3. Outline of the proofs* First we show that F > 1, so ί 7 is either prime or composite; next, when F is composite, nonzero integers W and K are found such that N is a square when / -K W; finally, we prove Theorem II, so if N is a square with I Φ 0 then JF must be composite. That only a finite number of values of / can make N positive or zero [and so possibly a square] follows from Dl and D6. When these facts are combined they prove Theorem I. The proof that F > 1: From D3, D4 and D5,
A/E and Γ 2 /I? are positive integers and AC -AB 2 > 2 by C3, so F > 0, and if F -1 then 4C -AB 2 = 3 or 4. Since C > 1 by Cl we have S= 1, F 2 /# -1, F 2 -1, # = 1, 4C-A -4 -A(2X± I) 2 -3 or 4; then A = 1 and AC -A = 3 or 4, which is impossible. Hence F > 1.
Tλe proo/ ίAαί (F, A) = 1: Let a prime p divide both F and A. Then p\ Y by C2 and (1), which implies X ^ 0 and p|Xby (X, Γ) = 1. (A/E, y) = 1 from D3 so (A, Γ) = # and p | #; but this leads to the impossible conclusion that p 2 divides every term of (1) Then we also have:
since by eliminating P between (2) and (3) we arrive at an identity. Also an identity: (1) and (2):
where ^4// is integral. It follows from (ί 7 , A) = 1 that (P, A) = 1, so from (4): P divides either JWX -uY or JWX + πΓ+ BJWY, or both. If P divides JT^X -MΓ, let £/ = u; if not, let U = -u -BJW. P divides JWX -UY in both cases, so let ...
π JWX-UY
then ίΓ is always integral. By (2) or (3),
P = (A/J) ί/ 2 + ABUW + 5» The proof that a nonzero value of I, I = KW, makes N a square when F is composite* Let F be composite. Then X Φ 0, since if X = 0 we have Y 2 = 1, y* = E = 1, F = C. Also, T7 ^ 0 by (6), (P, A) = 1, and P ^ 1. [P ^ 1 because it is prime.] Finally, (Ϊ7, JTF) = 1, because if U and J have a common prime divisor it must divide both P [by (6)] and A, contradicting (P, A) -1; while if a prime divides both U and W, its square divides the prime P by (6). Now suppose that K -0; then JWX = UY by (5), where JWXY Φ 0; hence U Φ 0. Then (X, Y) = 1, (17, JW) = 1 and JWX = UY shows that X\ U and U\X, so X = U and Γ= JTΓ or X = -U and F = -JTF. In both cases, .Etf 7 = JP by (1) and (6), and since (FP, EJ) = 1 [E and / divide A], we conclude that F = P t a prime. Hence KW Φ 0 when F is composite.
Let / = KW with jp 7 composite, so / Φ 0; eliminating P between (5) and (β) and multiplying by (4AK 2 )/J, we get:
which reduces to
by Dl, D5 and Dβ. Since J\A, N is a square.
6. The proof of Theorem I and Theorem IL From N -n 2 and D6:
Definitions. 
2>(£) and p(G#) ^ £>(£). In the remaining case, both p(H) and p(h) are less than p(L), so p(G) = p(J?) and p(g) = p(Λ), and then #>((?#) = p(iίΛ) ^ p(L).
In all cases the highest power of P which divides L also divides Gg, and so L divides Gg.
The proof that M is a proper divisor of F. In view of (11) N is negative for negative / and for I > 24, so we test the 24 values of JV given by ί^ 1,2,3, --.,24. We get N= 3840, 7353, 10540, etc., and find no squares, so F is a prime. [See Theorem /.] EXAMPLE 2. Let A = 6, B = 1, C = 31; these values can be found in Table I . Let E = 2, X -423, 7/ = 19, then (XA/.S, .Efy) = 1 as required by D3, and F = 3(423) 2 + 6(423)(19) + 62(19) 2 = 607391; and F is composite, because for I -3 we find JV = (164) EXAMPLE 4. Replace X by XY + 1 in all the formulas of Example 3. The result can be seen in Fig. 2 ; the limits have become PRIME GENERATORS WITH PARABOLIC LIMITS 695 hyperbolas, and every lattice point with Y Φ 0 and within the limits corresponds to a prime. Some of the primes of Fig. 1 are lost by the transformation, but 150 distinct primes remain.
